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THE MODEL LAW CURRICULUM
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There is a need to regulate temporary shutdowns, permanetV closur~s,t retrenchments, and layoffs. Under existing laws, a mere 30 days notice to the Department is required. Preventive mediation must be encouraged and if no settlement is reached by the parties, the Department of Labor must be allowed to determine the validity of the temporary layoff or shutdown.
0~ lockouts, temporary or permanent closures during the pendency ,~~f a
labor diSpute must be looked into by the Department of Labor. In certain cases
closures are used by unscrupulous employers to bust the union or to evadd pay~
ment of money claims to the workers.
·
Under present laws, the employer has absolute prerogative to close its establishment.at anytime and for whatever reason.
O~e o~ the most s~gni~icant laws to be passed by the present Congress is
Republic Ac.t 6640, which mcreased the manda:ted minimum wage by PlO and
PI I affecting, workers receiving less than P 100 per day. In real terms however
not ~~ch, if ~t all, is given to the workers- with the daily soaring pri~e of com~
mod1t1es.
'

THE NEED FOR CHANGE IN LABOR AND SOCIAL LEGISLATION
.
There is an urgent need to set policy directions that will embody the worker's
nghts a?d welfare, to encourage greater participation in production and hasten
econom1p development. Along s~t policy directions, laws, guidelines and measures
. should ~e made to bring about the ultimate goal of achieving industrial peace and
economic development for the vast majority of the Filipino people.
?overnment must listen to the strong clamor of labor for the repeal of repressive laws and measures which originated from the Marcos rule. The effort t
p~ve the way for alternative laws should be initiated now. The change must be sig~
mficant so as to alter the oppressive structure that has caused labor problems and
unrest.
. The 20 _years ~f Marcos misrule have taught us that labor repression will not
bz:mg about mdustnal peace, nor is the absence ofstrikes synonymous to mdustnal ~eace. We hope t?at_thi~ government will take this lesson to heart. It must re~ogmze that only social JUStice - not the military, not the police __ will do the
]Ob.

Eduardo de los Angeles"

i ..

Almost 25 years ago several jurists, law deans and professors endorsed a law
curriculum designed to achieve a more efficient teaching of law and a more fundamental knowledge of law (De Veyra, "Curriculum for Effective Legal Education'', 1963 Conference on Legal Education). On June 6, 1963, the Department
of Education, through Memorandum No. 30, approved and prescribed that law
curriculum for all law schools under its jurisdiction.
Sadly, the approval of the 1963 law curriculum has not improved the teaching of law. Neither has it educated the majority of law students with the basic
principles of law. Eloquent proof of this is the yearly 78% mortality rate in the
Bar examinations since 1963.
Further, students who successfully hurdled the Bar have found the 1963
law curriculum inadequate in familiarizing them with the peculiarities of law practice. Thus, on November 17, 1967, the Department of Education issued Circular No. 18 directing legal internship to revitalize the law curriculum and improve
the quality of instruction in the law schools. The legal internship, as a six unit
subjectin the four;th year, was supposed to be undertaken in a well-established
private law office ot government office. Unfortunately, Circular No. 18 was not
implemented by a substantial majority of the law schools.
Changing Conditions
Meanwhile, laws and decisions continued to multiply. Bureaucracy grew.
The needs of the profession and society changed. Law practice became highly
competitive and client-oriented.
The 1963 law curriculum did not have the flexibility to address these
changes. Obviously the students could not possibly read all the relevant decrees,
executive orders. letters of instruction and Supreme Court decisions. Yet the
1963 curriculum which is subservient to the Bar exams. demanded absorption
of these laws. This means that law schools and professors would not have the time
to teach new and developing subjects such as the laws on intellectual creation,
banking and inyestment. There would be no time to familiar~e the stl!!dents with
the proceedings before the Department of Labor, the NLRC, the SEC, the BOI or
the Patent Office - offices which now play an important role in legal practice.
The reported corruption of some judges and the unethical behavior of some.
practitioners also blemish the law profession. Evidence are fabricated or suppressed. Thus, justice thwarted. Yet, law students are not properly imbued with ethi-
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*Dean, Ateneo College of Law; Notes and Development Editor, Ateneo Law Journal, 1966.
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